1 Calculations for §2.2 of main paper We have [P n;N (!)] j;k = cos(!jk t j j) for 1 j n; 1 k N:
We use special matrices E n (s) = (I (jt j t k j = s)) j;k : n n; E n;N (s) = (I (jk t j j = s)) j;k : n N;
A n;N = [a n (1); ; a n (N )] : n N:
Some useful identities: E n;N (0) A 0 n;N = A n ; (B.2) A 1 n A n;N = B n;N ; implying (B.3) E n;N (0) B 0 n;N = E n (0) = I n :
(B.4)
Calculation of the integral of H n
Claim:
where we use the Euclidean norm kP k E = p trP 0 P = q P j;k p Each o¤-diagonal element of M n (!) is of the form cos (l!) with l 6 = 0, and each diagonal element is = 1, so by (B.1a),
These expressions, substituted into (B.5), give
as required.
Calculation of R(s)
Claim: for jsj = 0; 1; 2; ::: we have 
where
Collecting these terms gives
As a check, at s = 0 we have
as must be the case. Thus
as claimed.
Calculation of the norm of K n
Details: We have
In the next three sections we derive
Substituting these expressions into (B.8):
which is (B.7).
Useful integrals already derived, and used again in the next three sections, are: 
We then require ; jt i t j j = jt k t l j 6 = 0; 2 ; jt i t j j = jt k t l j = 0; B n;N B 0 n;N j;i 
Substituting into (B.12):
which is (B.9).
Second term (B.10)
We then require
Substituting into (B.13), and using (B.4):
which is (B.10). ; js t i j = jt t l j 6 = 0; 2 ; js t i j = jt t l j = 0; B 0 n;N s;j 
Third term (B.11)
Z trP n;N (!)B 0 n;N n 2 d! = Z trP n;N (!)B 0 n;N 2 d! 2n Z trP n;N (!)B
